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Over a period of 12, maybe 15, years, Rowley Corbett
and I inspected probably 25 book presses and
reconditioned and traded l5 or more of them to members
of the NSW Guild. Many have lesser daylight (opening)
than members seek, and this article describes our
experiences and may aid members in their own
endeavours.

Presses were originally for copying documents rather
than for bookbinding as pointed out by John Tumer in
MOROCCO BOUND, Yol 24, No 4. Whilst made by
many different firms, in essence they adopted very
similar constructions. The typical sizes, based on platen
size, are about are about 22.5125 x 30 cm (old quarto),
about 25 x 35 cm (old foolscap) and about 30 x 45 cm
(goodness knows what that is called). In reading these
notes you may find they don't quite match your press, but
the same principles apply to all.
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Each press has nine basic parts (see Diagram 1):

l. Base

2. Columns, either with threaded rods through or

drilled and tapped each end for bolts. Often have

integral alignment strips.

3. Shoulder (often integral with columns)

4. Platen

5. Thrust plate

6. Thrust plate retainer

7. Screw thread (shaft)

8. Key (may be replaced by hexagon or square on

screw matching same in handle)

9. Handle

10. Plus some machine screws nuts and bolts.
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Separate column and shoulder (either through threaded

rods and nuts or eqch end ofcolumn tappedfor bolts).

Almost all presses are basically cast iron, although those
built by enthusiasts for their own use (and we
encountered a few of these) tend to be steel, whilst some
components are inevitably steel (eg the screw thread) or
brass (the thrust plates). Cast iron allows a more elegant
shape, but cast iron presses are not inevitably elegant -
some were left quite rough whilst others were filled,
smoothed, almost enamelled and f,rnished with fine gold
lining and designs. Alas, such omate presses are the
exception.

So far as overhauling presses is concerned, we found that
disassembly, shot-blasting to clean and remove rust and
then repainting (filler and several coats of sprayed
enamel) before reassembly was usually adequate. Bolts
mangled in getting them off we needed to replace and
usually we replaced the key.

The daylight (typically about 8cm) can be enlarged in
any press - however some look less elegant than others
do after the adaptation. The basic task is to extend the
columns, either by adding spacers or by total
replacement. Examples of both can be seen in the Ralph
Lewis Workshop. If the daylight is extended from say
Scm (a common amount) to 25 cm, then the platen will
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still only have Scm of movement and a minimum gap of
17 cm unless the screw thread is also changed.
Replacing the screw is usually a much more expensive
task (or you need a friendly tumer to make a new one for
you) and most members who have extended their presses
have been content to use boards or the ubiquitous
telephone book to fill up any excess gap.

The base is usually about 5cm thick. The best presses
have machined cast iron feet; others have the whole
underside machined. The top surface has to have been
surface ground, and if it has been abused may require
regrinding. Boards (ply with cardboard facing) overcome
much of the surface irregularity.

As weight seemed to be an asset to hold the press in
place, few are lightened by having the underside ribbed
rather than being solid. The same seems to apply to the
shoulder. Anyone making a press today would certainly
rib the base to reduce weight. There are usually two holes
in the base to accept the column bolts, and the underside
of the base is bored to accornmodate the nuts or bolt
heads involved. Removal of the column bolts is usually a

matter of patience and penetrating oil, although one or
two we had to chisel the nuts off or use a punch to get the
bolts out.

In the integrated shoulder/column design the shoulder is
an inverted U, with the base of the legs machined and
tapped to take the bolts that come through the base. The
centre section is thickened and tapped to match the screw
thread, with very sophisticated models having a brass
thread insert. The legs usually have a small strip cast on
the inside that fits into a notch in the platen to ensure its
alignment.

To extend the daylight on this design one needs make a
pair of leg extensions with the same features as the
existing legs, viz shape and alignment strips. We found
that thick gauge steel tube was usually the most viable
material, with a steel strip screwed onto it for the
alignment strips. If one has access to a lathe these
columns could be made from cored cast iron, with the
core of sufficiently large diameter to provide clearance
on the original bolt size.

The hard task is finding bolts as Whitworth (BSW)
threads are no longer common, let alone ones of say 8" x
3/4" BSW to accommodate the 17 cm extension. The
new bolt has to fit through the base plate, through the
extension piece and back into the original tapped hole in
the leg. There are options - retap (enlarge) the thread to a
metric size for which you can buy bolts, use threaded rod
and a nut or get bolts made. We usually found that
threaded rod and nuts was the best solution.

The separate shoulder/column constructions seem to be

of two types. In the first the separate column is bolted to
the shoulder (it may be a thread and nut but it has the
same effect) whilst in the second the column is a rod,
shouldered and threaded each end to accept attaching
nuts. On the former type there is usually still an
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alignment strip on the columns whilst in the latter the
platen is usually scalloped around the rod and the rod
itself provides the alignment.

For the former one needs basically to rnake two new
columns. Bolt sizes can then be chosen to suit available
sizes. For the latter we found the best solution is to
purchase threaded rod and a close fitting tube, so that all
that needs to be done is to cut the tube to length and file
the two columns to identical lengths. One could have
new columns tumed from thicker wall steel tube but it is
rather expensive for just two.

Unless one wishes to also alter the screw length this is all
that needs be done. We always undid the thrust plate,
took out and checked the platen (it bad the base face may
need be surface ground) and reassembled the press

carefully. Missing screws we sometirnes cannibalised
from ones I had in my garage (I recall once Rowley
converted a hexagon headed bolt to a countersunk head
screw because we could not buy the right thread).

An extended screw (shaft) is most certainly a machine
shop job, with a need to match the thread, the handle
diameter, the key between this diameter and the handle,
any end thread and the thrust plate recess. We never did
this - as explained above we relied on boards and the like
to fill any excess gap.

Bill Horton, in MOROCCO BOUND, Vol 14 No 3,
wrote of increasing the thickness/rigidify of the platen
with steel plate. We did not find this necessary, but
would certainly have proceeded that way if warranted.

The thrust plate recess in the top of the platen is usually a

groove into which a split brass plate is inserted. This
thrust plate is split so that it can ride in a groove in the
screw. On none of the presses we handled was the thrust
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plate so wom as to need replacement- a little slack is not
a problem as it engages on different faces when opening
and closing. A new thrust plate is a simple task for a

turner and the turned item can be sawn into two pieces
(and drilled if necessary) later.

A few of the presses we rejected had poor thread types
that did not self lock as does an Acme (square) thread,
and members are advised to steer clear of these.

The handle is probably the easiest feature to alter if you
do not like the original one. All fit onto a shoulder on the
screw thread, with a key to stop rotation and often a nut
to hold it down. Some may have a square or hexagon on
the screw and in the handle rather than a key. It may be
necessary to file key steel down to size to fit, and one I
havejust overhauled needed a round key!

Very few presses have actual wheels as handles; most
have a bar almost the width of the press with either cast
handles or large balls at the end. The purpose ofthe balls
is to provide enough weight for the handle to be spun
down rather than fully turned by hand. A handle from
someone else's press can be readily used as a pattern by
an iron foundry and the machining (hole, face two sides
and cut keyway) is quite minimal.

Happy extensions to those wishing to try their hand at

enlarging their presses!

Because of the simple construction it would not be
impractical to pull a press apart and use it as a pattern for
casting others, but there is quite a lot of machining
involved and probably a minimum batch of 50 would be
needed to be viable. Rowley and I never entertained this
because we could not see a sufficient market, even
assuming we could agree on a size.

Michael Mathew
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Limited to 250 numbered copies in order to keep the
book rare and unique, my fourth book 'Lettering on
Books', was published by the Pururi Press of Auckland,
New Zealand. The subject is of great concern to me and
the text is the result of a lecture I gave at the University.
It is an illustrated thesis on book titling, with a critical
survey of current type faces and the creative alternatives
for lettering spines.

As there were no bookbinding classes, working at
Hornsey was unrewarding. In 1965 there was a vacancy
for an instructor at the London College of Printing the
main building of which, situated at the Elephant and
Castle, was a short walk from where I was born.

This was an opportunity for change, so I applied and was
accepted. The post had recently been vacated by Edgar
Mansfield. I resolved to continue his work to instill
design into the sterile atmosphere of the trade sohool.

Edgar was one of many friends and his dynamic
personality had an enornous and permanent effect on the
bookbinding fraternity. His influence in promoting
original design entirely changed the traditional concept
of English work and I recommend his book on the
subject ('Modem Design in Bookbinding'). At this point
I would like to mention Philip Smith whose work has no
comparison. His fine bindings are unique, his
craftsmanship unparalleled and his inventiveness
supreme. I make a sound prediction that when the history
of the present craft is written the names of Philip,
Bernard and Edgar will be recorded.

Teaching at a trade school was a new departure for me as

I had to instruct reluctant apprentices on day and block
release. I learned a great deal ofthe mechanical processes
of printing and binding and became reasonably proficient
at some of the more acceptable trade techniques. On the

ARTHUR JOHNSON - THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY CONCLUDED
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whole this work was uncornpromising and without
recompense.

My teaching at the LCP alternated with trade and hand
binding students but eventually, in the fhce of some
opposition, I proposed a course, lasting one year, leading
to a career in bookbinding. Critics did not approve as it
was argued that an apprentice was indentured for five or
seven years to become a journeyman, therefore it would
be impossible to attain skills in such a short period. With
colleagues a syllabus was planned to cover aspects of
general binding work. Students were selected by
interview and granted a place if they showed intelligence
and aptitude. As many as eighty candidates would apply
for the yearly class of twenty. Most knew nothing of
binding but their enthusiasm to study was in their favour.
The course had not been attempted before and, because
time was limited, the work was intensive and disciplined.
Attendance was crucial, lateness not tolerated and
difficult students humoured for they could slow down the
dedicated. Those who complained over trivialities were
the less able while the capable revelled in the pressure
and met each setback as a challenge.

The course was arduous for sfudents and staff and
records were kept on progress and schedules. Basically
three days were set aside for forwarding, one day for
finishing and the fifth for theory. Students produced
marbled and decorated papers for siding and lining. A
simple beginning was made with the range of pamphlets
and continued through to casework. The library, sunken
cord and flexible constructions were studied and no less
than six examples of each style were accepted for
assessment. Other projects were vellum, limp and bible
work, box and scroll making, albums, stub bindings,
loose leaf, single sheet, portfolios and edge gilding. A1l
work had to be titled in gold and blind tooling with the
full range of finishing equipment.

Students were required to keep substantial notes and
prepare an illustrated thesis of two thousand words on an
aspect of the bookbinding industry. Theory and design
were essential for a wider appreciation of the craft.
Subjects were papermaking, materials, chemicals,
construction, paper repair, technical drawing, and the
cost of professional equipment, lettering, history, safety
and business opportunities. Students went to museums
and visited other departments within the college. Printing
and machinery for print finishing were demonstrated and
a day used to refurbish library volumes. Each student
executed a fine binding with their own design and
decoration and these were the centrepiece of each
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individual exhibition. Tutors assessed the work
throughout the year but an independent examiner
interviewed each candidate before a certificate was
granted.

I was astonished to see how well students responded to
pressure and what they accomplished. Some, of course,
fell by the bench-side, but most continued, to become
first rate binders. One lady became assistant to Roger
Powell, another, a teacher, a third wrote a book on
marbling and others started their own binderies.

Regrettably, the economics of this arduous and
sometimes precarious craft forced many to abandon their
skills. The need for security, the lack of work places and
outlets and personal drive caused them to seek other
employment. Real success I now rate at only 5%o.

Bookbinding, however rewarding, is not an easy option
for a living, as it requires skill, dedication, fortitude, a
reputation and funds for a business to thrive.

I worked hard but cheerfully to keep the course going for
the next seven years but in 1982 I decided to take early
retirement. The role of the London College of Printing
was changing and my present course was to be replaced
with a two-year study for a Diploma in Book Arts. At last
I had freedom. No more administration and preparation
and no time spent travelling to college. Each day I could
choose my hours and occupation. The retirement present
that I most appreciated was the pass, issued to all
pensioners for free public transport within the London
area. Incidentally the Middlesex University School of
Industrial Design - once Hornsey College of Art - is now
situated just over my garden fence in Barnet.

Since my retirement Pam and I spend our leisure in
travel. Independent of tour companies we visit
fascinating places from Katmandu to Skagway, Alaska.
During one visit to New Zealand I lectured at four
universities meeting many kind people. We have returned
many times, unable to resist such a beautiful country.
Recently I was honoured with the title of Patron of the
Association of Book Crafts centered in Auckland. I
contribute articles for many newsletters including
societies in Canada, Australia and New Zealand. Pam is
welcomed enthusiastically by lace makers from the Harz
Mountains to the Australian outback.

Now that I am eighty-three years old, I am curtailing
activities as my eyesight is deteriorating and my skills
declining. My compensation is travel to exciting and
exotic countries but soon I shall prefer to stay at home, to
write, to bind, to read and to cultivate my garden.

Morocco Bound
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Ordinary shoe dye, obtainable from boot makers and

shoe repairers, works well on bookbinding leather.
The type labelled as "Raven Oil" is also suitable.
"Wapro" seems to be the most common brand name.

This dye is good for 2 reasons. Firstly, it seems

compatible with most blocking foils - i.e. providing
it is applied correctly, the gold does not "break up"
on the leather surface. Secondly, it is spirit, not
water, soluble. This means that the colour does not
fade when the leather is sponged with water to clean
off excess paste. The dye is quite concentrated, and
should be applied sparingly, using a soft rag or
cotton wool, building up the colour gradually.

One downside is that the range of colours is fairly
limited. The previously available blue and green
seem now to be either unobtainable, or at least very
difficult to find.

There are numerous ways to correct errors made
when blocking or hot tooling gold foil onto leather.
One method involves rubbing and picking at the
gold with a wet bone folder in the area to be
corrected. To remove the remaining blind
impression, work the surface of the leather with a

dry folder. Once the leather is completely dry, you
can reapply the gold. This method is particularly
suitable for kangaroo, which tends to be forgiving,
and the surface of which has a capacity to return to
its former state even after being tooled.

.i. Books cased (i.e. not bound) in leather generally do

not have head or tail caps, but have the leather
turned straight doen between the spine and the head

and tail bands. However, caps can be formed on a

leather case.

Pare the leather thinner in the area around the head

and tail area of what will be the spine. Make the
case, and before the paste has dried (wet sponging it
can assist), work and stretch the leather outwards in
the spine area near the head and tail in the usual
manner, creating enough excess leather to form the
caps. Then slip the book block (i.e. the sewn,
rounded and backed pages) into the case, close the
case, and hold it as you would a bound book.

Form the caps in the normal way with a bone folder.
You will have to hold the two parts together quite
firmly and tying thread around the book to nip in the
head and tail of each outside joint is probably not an

option. You should be able to nip, with a bone
folder, the head and tail of each outside joint.
Holding a piece of manila against the head and tail
while forming the caps with a bone folder will assis-t

in shaping nice sharp caps.

Remove the book block from the case, and lay the
case down flat. Sharpen up the caps with a bone
folder. Then carefully press the case, ensuring that
the spine area is protected, and the newly formed
caps are not crushed.

The response to our competition (see previous edition of
this joumal) was a little disappointing, with only a few
entries submitted. Accordingly, the judges have changed
the rules and extended entries until the New Year, when

the results will be published in the March 2006 edition.
The prize, a $25 gift voucher redeemable in the form of
materials from the NSW Guild's Ralph Lewis Workshop
is unchanged.

If you need only one or two sheets of paste paper, avoid
the need to make paste and set up a large work area by
using the excellent paste provided by the guild. Prepare
some methyl cellulose solution by mixing about a level
teaspoonful with some cooled boiled water or rainwater
and leave in a screwtopped jar ovemight.

Collect together: one or two waterproof flat surfaces such
as glass, formica, or perspex; some graining tools such as

combs with level teeth or a real three sided graining tool

from a paint shop; a brush or brushes and some mixing
containers such as paper cups.

Take a tablespoonful of binders' paste, thin it down to
heavy cream consistency with the methylcellulose
solution and divide into smaller containers. Add water
colour or acrylic paint from tubes and mix roughly.

The mixed paints will keep for a few days, just cover
with plastic wrap. The colour should not be too deep.

TIPS AND TRICKS COMPETITION

PASTE PAPER
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Stand the colours on a sheet ofnewspaper.

Dip a sheet of cover paper (about 150+ gsm) into water
and drain, then flatten onto the glass. Paint some stripes
on the paper, rinse the brush and paint stripes in another
colour. Now use the graining tools. Try vertical stripes
with narrow teeth and horizontal stripes with wider teeth.
Try making waves up and down and sideways or just
swirl the tool about. To explore further, cut interesting
edges on your out of date credit cards and experiment.

Another method is to make a design on one paper and
then place a second paper on the top. Rub down well then
separate the papers. Leave the papers to dry on a flat
surface. A light spray with vamish will discourage
insects from eating the starch.

Clean up with water and store the sheets flat in a folder
until needed.

Adrienne Allen

Binders seek to cut a variety of shapes for both onlay,
inlay and insert purposes. Squares are quite easy, whilst
circles are a little more difficult. Where seeking to cut
out a circle one can use a pivoted cutter, but this is not an
option for cutting the infill piece since you need a hole in
the centre for the pivot. To cut such insert you need to
first cut a light card template using the pivoted cutter and
then hold the template down on the selected material and
gently cut around the edge. Like most tasks, the more of
them you do the easier it seems and the better your
outcomes.

The same techniques basically apply to shaped inserts for
inlay or onlay - cut a template first and then cut against
it. If it is an insert or an inlay it may be necessary to cut
it first a little oversize and progressively trim it to get the
right alignment. Cutting against a french curve may
assist. Some binders prefer to draw a circle on tracing
paper and secure the tracing paper over the material and
cut through it.

One of the more attractive "standard" shapes is the oval
or ellipse. An interesting issue if one chooses to use this
shape is how to generate the outline. Resorting to basic
mathematics, you find that the two axis of an ellipse
determine its overall shape. A pencil held within a piece
of cord "a" long that is strung around two pegs "d" apart
will trace an ellipse if:

dz : x2 - y2 (x : long axis and y = short axis)
anda:x+d
(example: x: 10, y:6,x2 -y2:64,d:8, a: l8)

To make this work, tape the material to be cut (hole out
of) or card (for template) to a cutting mat and insert two
pins along the "x" axis, "d" apart and equally spaced
from each end of the desired ellipse. Form a loop of "a"
circumference in a piece of linen thread. Place the thread
over the two pins and insert a sharpened pencil into the
loop, drawing it out tightly. Hold that tension and move
the pencil in a clockwise manner to trace the ellipse.

No tracing will ensure you get a smooth cut - that is up to
the user - but it will give you the right shape.

Michael Mathew

Please don't letter the titles in black when the
binding is dark.

Please don't use letters so mysteriously fashioned
that they cannot be read at sight.

Please don't fail to put the title on the back, even if it
is chiefly displayed on the side.

Please don't, if you can possibly avoid it, make
books that will not stand up without strong support
on both sides.

Please don't put so much ornament on the back that
we cannot read the lettering.

From 'The British Bookmaker' 189i,.

ADVICE FROM 1891
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I recently bought a booklet, a small version of P. G.
Wodehouse's short story, 'The Great Sennon Handicap'.
The book measures 9.5cm by 12.3 cm. Printed in 1933; it
was published by St Hugh's Press Ltd. It was in a sad

state because the method of binding involved gluing a

flexible cover directly onto a sewn and unsupported text
block. As a result the coated card cover had collapsed in
the hinge area and the spine had disintegrated.

In order to repair the spine, the whole book was taken
apart and the pages washed using Napisan to remove or
at least reduce, the foxing, which was heavy in the first
and last sections because the cover material was very
acidic. After washing and rinsing several times using
rainwater, the pages were re-sized with methylcellulose
solution. Fortunately the glue dissolved and the covers
were removed without further damage. The sections were
dried between acid free papers and repaired with paste
and repair tissue and then pressed.

I prepared acid free endpapers from Canson (100 gsm)
then re-sewed the book on polyester tapes (as used for
gift-wrapping) and reinforced the spine with fine calico.

Rebuilding the cover proved more difficult. The first
attempt was to scan the book cover and print some
cardstock to use for the spine. This was not successful as

I used a colour laser printer and the waxy coating
cracked. I think this would work rvell on an inkjet printer
using pressed paper. A spray fixative is available for
inkjet colours, called Ghiant Ink Jet Fixative Spray, and
purchased from Eckersley's.

The second attempt was better. I had purchased some

white book cloth from the Guild. I mixed watercolours to
get the unlovely green: Viridian green and yellow ochre
in equal amounts with a tiny dab of black added. I
painted this onto a strip of book cloth and when it had

dried I gave it two coats of Jo Sonja's Satin Polyurethane
Varnish, a water based acrylic which is said to be flexible
and give a tough finishing coat, which it seerns to have
done.

I cut a spine piece from the book'cloth and having
measured the width with a strip of paper, glued it to the
inside front of the cover, then I checked the width again
and marked and glued the other side which was then
attached to the spine edge of the back cover. I wrapped
the book block in thin plastic, placed the cover round it
and left it to dry under pressure ovemight. The next
morning I used the coloured card I had printed to rebuild
the edges. I gave the edges of these areas a coat of
watercolour because they were white and then coated
them with varnish. I also folded over the ends of the book
cloth and glued them. After allowing another drying
period I pasted a thin strip of card inside the spine as a

stiffener and reinserted the text block in the cover.

I think having the patience to wait until it is safe to do the
next stage is vital, but difficult.

If I do this kind of repair again I think the results could
be improved by using acrylic paints instead of
watercolour but nevertheless the book is in much better
condition.

Adrienne Allen

Late I th cent. view of the premises of Birdsatt &
Son, Bookbinders and Manufacturing Stationers,
Northhanpton. ( I 4,000 sq ft).

The rather amazing diagram on the next page was found
in a pile of material I have acquired over the past few
years for consideration as material for inclusion in
Morocco Bound. I have been unable to identify the
source, and thus apologise to the originator for not
obtaining prior permission to publish.

In the photocopy the diagram was taken from, a few
letters have been cropped from some words, but most of
the text is clear.

HISTORICAL BOOK
STRUGTURES
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